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Abstrat. In this ontribution we present our investigation of a sample of Large Magellani

Cloud star lusters. This galaxy is the losest neighbour of the Milky Way. In our sample

we seleted three lusters with similar ages of 10 Gyr, namely NGC 1754, NGC 2005 and

NGC 2019. We onstrut the radial pro�les of the lusters, derive strutural parameters and

study the distribution of the stars within the lusters through the variation of the ore radius

with magnitude of the stars. Indiation of stellar strati�ation is found in NGC 1754 and

NGC 2005.
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Introdution

The Large Magellani Cloud (LMC) is known to host a variety of star lusters

di�erent in age, shape, multipliity, some young, still forming and embedded

in gas and some very old ones; some are spherial and others elliptial in

shape and a large number of binary luster andidates. The mehanisms of

formation of the LMC lusters and their dynamial evolution are still subjets

to investigation. The dynamial models predit that after the luster is formed

the low-mass stars are being given energy from the massive stars via two-body

enounters (Lightman & Shapiro 1978; Spitzer 1987; Meylan & Heggie 1997).

Eventually some of the low-mass stars esape the luster's gravitational bound.

The massive stars, on the other hand, sink towards the luster's entre. The

more massive a star is, the more it will sink. This is the expeted outome

of the dynamial evolution of a star luster after a relaxation time, as the

Maxwellian distribution of the veloities is ahieved. During the dynamial

evolution of a star luster stellar segregation (or strati�ation) is expeted -

the most massive stars distributed in the entral regions, and the less massive

stars distributed in the outer regions. So the spatial distribution of massive

stars is showing a entral onentration with a ore radius muh smaller than

that of the less massive stars. Another possibility is that the massive stars are

born in the luster's entre - primordial mass segregation (Bonnell & Davies

1998). In this ase the massive stars are loated at the entral regions from

the beginning and the massive stars entral onentration is displayed before

relaxation time. We use the resolving apabilities of the Hubble Spae Telesope

(HST) to investigate the stellar strati�ation in three LMC lusters.

1 Studied lusters

The three studied lusters are old, metal-poor and populous. NGC 2005 and

NGC 2019 are loated in the inner parts of LMC, thus the �eld ontribution
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from the host galaxy is signi�ant. NGC 1754 is loated in the outskirts of

LMC and is less a�eted by �eld stars ontamination than the other two. All

three studied lusters are listed as possible post-ore-ollapsed by Makey &

Gilmore (2003) from surfae brightness pro�les. Literature values are listed in

Table 1. The V magnitudes and B − V olours are from Bia et al. (1996,

1999). Age is from Frogel et al. (1990). Metalliity [Fe/H] is from Olsen et al.

(1998). Half-light rh and tidal radius rt of the King-model luster �t is from
the atalogue of MLaughlin & van der Marel (2005).

Table 1. Literature data for the studied lusters.

Cluster Name V B-V Age [Fe/H℄ rh rt
NGC 1754 11.57 0.75 10 Gyr -1.42 11.2 142.9

NGC 2005 11.57 0.73 10 Gyr -1.35 8.65 98.8

NGC 2019 10.86 0.76 10 Gyr -1.23 9.72 121.6

2 Photometry

In this study we use arhival data from the WFPC2 on-board the Hubble Spae

Telesope (available on http://arhive.stsi.edu/hst/). The images were taken

for HST proposal ID 5916.

Table 2. List of observations used.

Cluster Name Filter Exptime Filter Exptime

NGC 1754 F555W 3x500, 2x20 F814W 2x600, 2x20

NGC 2005 F555W 3x500, 2x20 F814W 3x600, 3x20

NGC 2019 F555W 3x500, 2x20 F814W 3x600, 3x20

We obtained alibrated �les from the arhive whih were proessed prior

downloading by the standard STSI pipeline and alibrated using the latest

WFPC2 alibrations (bad-pixel, bias and �at �eld orretion). The photometry

was performed simultaneously on the alibrated images with HSTphot (Dol-

phin 2000). During photometry extensive ompleteness tests were performed.

Representative photometri unertainties are indiated on the CMDs of Fig.

1.

3 CMD

The three LMC star lusters are well evolved. Stars brighter than V = 23 are

evolved beyond the Main Sequene. At the distane of the LMC (M−m = 18.5)
this orresponds to MV = 4.5, or roughly stars more massive than 0.8M⊙ have

left the Main Sequene. The photometry of all three lusters reahes very faint
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stars down to 26-th magnitude in V . Stars fainter than V = 25 are most

a�eted by inompleteness and this is why we do not onsider them in the

analysis. The CMDs are shown on Fig. 1.

4 Strutural parameters

We onstrut the Radial Density Pro�les (RDPs) by ounting stars in onen-

tri rings around the luster entre. This number is orreted for the inom-

pleteness of the stars and divided by the area of the ring. The resulting density

pro�les with radius r are �tted with a King pro�le (King 1962)

f(r) = f0K
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where f0K is the entral density, rc and rt are the ore and tidal radius, respe-
tively, and fb is the bakground. We onstrut the RDPs for several ranges of

magnitude, �t those pro�les and derive the ore radii of every subsample of the

luster. Thus we an study the variation of the ore radius with magnitude.

This is a method ommonly used to searh for mass-segregation in star lusters

(Brandl et al. 1996, de Grijs et al. 2002).

Table 3. Strutural parameters derived from King-like model �tting, f0K is the entral

density, rc is the ore radius and rt is the tidal radius.

Cluster f0K × 10
3 rc rt

Name (armin

−2
) (arse) (arse)

NGC 1754 42.9 ± 5.9 11.7 ± 2.1 98.5 ± 39.8

NGC 2005 29.7 ± 5.2 15.1 ± 3.3 56.0 ± 7.9

NGC 2019 47.9 ± 2.9 11.0 ± 0.9 62.9 ± 5.6

5 Stellar segregation

When we onsider stars in groups, the faint stars (shown with red irle) have

ore radii approximately twie as large as the bright stars (shown with blue ir-

le). The green irle marks the ore radius derived for the luster onsidering

all magnitudes. If we look at the variation of the ore radius with magnitude

in NGC 1754 (Fig. 1 top-right) the stellar distribution varies with magnitude

� brighter stars are more entrally distributed, an indiation of stellar segre-

gation, possibly of dynamial origin.

The variation of the ore radius with magnitude in NGC 2005 shows a

trend � inreasing with inreasing magnitude, and the groups of bright and

faint stars support it (see Fig. 1 entre-right). The �rst and last data points

are outliers, but this is not unexpeted. The pro�le for the brightest stars with

16 < V < 17 su�ers from low-number statistis and the unertainties of the
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NGC 2005 CMD
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NGC 2019 CMD
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Fig. 1. (left) CMDs of the studied lusters; (right) stellar segregation diagnostis diagrams,

ore radius from model �tting is on y-axis, magnitude of the stars is on the x-axis.
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derived parameters are larger (indiated with the error bars in the right �gures

on Fig. 1). The faintest stars with 22 < V < 23, on the other hand are more

a�eted by rowding and inompleteness, whih distort the pro�le making it

steeper with small ore radius.

The pro�les of NGC 2019 are very smooth but they are similar for all

magnitudes (Fig. 1 bottom-right). This is the reason there is no signi�ant

variation of the derived ore radius with magnitude.
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